25 YEAR WARRANTY

Warranty Terms. Shoreline Plastics LLC, Manufacturer of the SNAPJACKET™ PILE JACKET, hereby warrants that each original application SNAPJACKET™ PILE JACKET, properly installed by a licensed contractor according to manufacturer recommendations, will be free from manufacturing defects for a period of 25 years from the original sale date. Further, when properly installed using approved techniques, within appropriately approved engineering design criteria and under proper use, SNAPJACKET™ PILE JACKETS will reduce or eliminate damage to wooden substrate timbers by marine wood boring organisms. Both the integral snap mechanism and the jacket using the secondary slide connector are included in this warranty.

Warranty Limitations & Remedies. The SNAPJACKET™ PILE JACKET installation requirements include many factors outside Manufacturer’s control, and this warranty does not extend to damage or loss resulting from improper or defective installation; incorrect concrete consistency, coverage or use; broken or excessively damaged wood substrate piles; the effect of stress, strain or other forces exerted on pilings by connected structures or dry wood swelling; or any other installation element beyond Manufacturer’s control. In the event a manufacturing defect exists in any SNAPJACKET™ PILE JACKET purchased by Customer from Manufacturer, as detailed and reported to Manufacturer in writing within 25 years of original SNAPJACKET™ PILE JACKET purchase, Manufacturer will, at its option, as Customer’s sole and exclusive remedy, either (1) provide to Customer at no-cost a replacement Pile Jacket or (2) reimburse Customer the original price paid for the defective pile jacket. This warranty does not cover, and Manufacturer shall not be responsible for, incidental, consequential, special or punitive damages, attorneys’ fees and costs, nor costs to examine or inspect products or any constructed system using pile jackets. Without limiting the foregoing, Manufacturer shall not be responsible for installation, repair, construction, labor, disposal or other costs occasioned by a manufacturing defect. It is a natural characteristic of some wood to split, crack, warp, or twist, and Manufacturer shall not be responsible for any damages or loss resulting from such natural occurrences, nor for acts of nature, damage caused from impact to the SNAPJACKET™ PILE JACKET, or impact to or damage caused from other structures connected to the SNAPJACKET™ PILE JACKET or the piling(s) on which SNAPJACKET™ PILE JACKETS are installed.

EXCEPTIONS & DISCLAIMERS. NO WARRANTY IS MADE, AND MANUFACTURER HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE. LIKewise, NO WARRANTY IS MADE, AND MANUFACTURER HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES